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Abstract. Most virtual database systems are suitable for environments
in which the set of member information sources is small and stable.
Consequently, present virtual database systems do not scale up very
well. The main reason is the complexity and cost of incorporating new
information sources into the virtual database. In this paper we describe
a system, called Autoplex, which uses machine learning techniques for
automating the discovery of new content for virtual database systems.
Autoplex assumes that several information sources have already been
incorporated (“mapped”) into the virtual database system by human
experts (as done in standard virtual database systems). Autoplex learns
the features of these examples. It then applies this knowledge to new
candidate sources, trying to infer views that “resemble” the examples.
In this paper we report initial results from the Autoplex project.

1

Introduction

The integration of information from multiple databases has been an enduring
subject of research for over twenty years (for example, [16,7,10,5,21,27,26,2,11]).
Indeed, while the solutions that have been advanced tended to reﬂect the research approaches prevailing at their time, the overall goal has remained mostly
unchanged: to provide ﬂexible and eﬃcient access to information residing in a
collection of distributed, heterogeneous and overlapping databases (more generally, other kinds of information sources may be considered as well).
A common approach to this problem has been to integrate the independent
databases by means of a comprehensive global scheme that models the information contained in the entire collection of databases. This global scheme is
ﬁtted with a mapping that deﬁnes the elements of the global scheme in terms of
elements of the schemes of the member databases. Algorithms are designed to
interpret queries on the global scheme. Such global queries are translated (using
the information captured in the mapping) to queries on the member databases;
the individual answers are then combined to an answer to the global query.
The global scheme and the scheme mapping constitute a virtual database; the
main diﬀerence between a virtual database and a conventional database is that
whereas a conventional database contains data, a virtual database points to other
databases that contain the data (Figure 1). An important concern is that this
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Fig. 1. Typical architecture for integrating heterogeneous information sources
query processing method be transparent; i.e., users need not be aware that the
database they are accessing is virtual.
Although there are a number of recent systems that follow this general
scheme, for example [4,13,22], none of these systems scale up to an environment
in which the number of potential sources is very large, and which is constantly
changing (such as the World Wide Web). The primary limitation is that the
process of incorporating new member schemes into the global scheme is complex
and costly. Consequently, such systems tend to be useful only when the community of member databases is small and stable. Indeed, it is commonly agreed
upon in this ﬁeld and the related ﬁeld of data warehousing that future research
should ﬁnd ways to automate the integration and maintenance process [14,25].
Given the vast amount of information available and the cost of locating and
incorporating such information into a virtual database, we have been developing
a system, called Autoplex, for discovering member schemes and incorporating
them into the global scheme with only limited human eﬀort. Based primarily on
Bayesian learning, the system acquires probabilistic knowledge from examples
that have already been integrated into the virtual database. Our approach thus
follows a supervised learning paradigm. From the acquired probabilistic knowledge, the system can discover “content contributions” in new, previously unseen
information sources. Although not treated in detail in this paper, we believe this
approach can also be used to maintain the contribution deﬁnitions in a dynamic
environment where the underlying schemes may change over time.
The authors are unaware of any prior work that attempts to automate the
discovery and mapping of new data sources. Two recent works, however, share
with Autoplex the general goal of accelerating the mapping process. In [15] a neural network-based method is described, that classiﬁes attributes of data sources.
This important integration step is also part of the Autoplex discovery process.
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The recent Clio system [18] introduces an interactive process that facilitates the
mapping of a given source (such as a legacy database) to a target schema. However, mappings are derived from prespeciﬁed source-target relationships (called
value correspondences). The translation of heterogeneous data is also the subject of [1,19]. These approaches, too, are based on prespeciﬁed correspondence
rules. It must be mentioned that ﬁle translation, schema mapping, and database
restructuring are ancient database problems, with seminal work, often-ignored,
done over 25 years ago (for example, [17,24,23]).
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 states the
problem formally, and provides an overview of the architecture. Section 3 discusses how probabilistic knowledge is acquired from the examples. Section 4
discusses how that knowledge is used to discover a contribution from a new
source. Section 5 describes the experimental environment and initial results. Finally, Section 6 concludes with a brief discussion of proposed future work. A
fuller discussion may be found in [6].

2

Basic Issues and Assumptions

In this section we describe the framework of this project, and we outline the
overall architecture of Autoplex. Our work is conducted within the framework
of the Multiplex virtual database system, but is of general applicability to most
such systems. We begin with a brief description of Multiplex.
2.1

Multiplex

The multidatabase system Multiplex [22] is an example of a virtual database system. The basic architecture of Multiplex is fairly simple. The virtual database
consists of a global scheme (described in the relational model) and a mapping
table. Each entry in this table is called a contribution and consists of two expressions. The ﬁrst expression is a view (expressed in SQL) of the global scheme; the
second expression is a query to one of the member databases (expressed in the
language of that system). The ﬁrst expression is called a global view; the second
expression is called a local view. The result obtained from the second expression
is assumed to be a materialization of the view described in the ﬁrst expression.
The complexity of these expressions can vary greatly: they could range from a
complex calculation, to a statement that simply denotes the equivalence of two
attribute names.
2.2

Statement of the Problem

In its most general form, a contribution is a pair of arbitrary view expressions:
one on a member scheme, the other on the global scheme. For reasons of complexity, Autoplex places limitations on these expressions. Speciﬁcally, it assumes
that the global view is a single global relation, and that the local view is a
selection-projection expression on a single relation. The challenge of Autoplex
can be stated in terms of the Multiplex system as follows. Given:
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1. A relation scheme R = (X1 , . . . , Xn ). This is the virtual database. Each
column Xi of R is labeled as either required or optional.
2. A set of contribution examples, each consisting of a relation scheme S =
(Y1 , . . . , Yk ), a relation instance s of scheme S, and a selection-projection
expression e on relation S that deﬁnes a contribution to R.
3. A new, previously unseen relation scheme T = (Z1 , . . . , Zm ) and a relation
instance t of T . We shall often refer to T as a candidate relation.
Determine: Whether T contains an acceptable contribution to R, and if so,
ﬁnd the expression et that deﬁnes it. An acceptable contribution is one that
satisﬁes all required columns in R and exceeds a predetermined threshold.
2.3

Autoplex Architecture

A high level overview of the Autoplex architecture is shown in Figure 2. This
architecture includes two main components: a learner and a classiﬁer.
The learner. The Bayesian learner is given the virtual relation scheme R
and a set of contribution examples. Each such example consists of a local relation
scheme S, an instance of this scheme s, and a selection-projection expression e
on scheme S. The extension of this expression in the instance s generates tuples
for the virtual relation. The Bayesian learner uses this information to acquire
probabilistic knowledge on features of the examples. This knowledge is stored
on secondary storage in eﬃcient data structures for future use.
The classifier. A candidate relation scheme T and instance t are provided
by a new local database as inputs to the Bayesian classiﬁer. This classiﬁer uses
the acquired probabilistic knowledge to infer a selection-projection view that
deﬁnes a contribution of T to R.
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Fig. 2. Autoplex architecture
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2.4

Classification Methodology

In Figure 2, classiﬁcation is a single process. More precisely, classiﬁcation comprises four diﬀerent phases. Given a candidate relation T and a global relation R,
in the ﬁrst phase the classiﬁer considers each column of T and each column of R
and determines the probability that the former is an “instance” of the latter.
In the second phase, the classiﬁer ﬁnds an assignment of the local relation to
the global relation that maximizes total column probabilities. At this point, if
successful, the classiﬁer has found a projection of the candidate relation that
oﬀers the best “match.”
The rows of this projection now must be pruned to retain only those rows
that “resemble” rows in the examples. In the third phase, the classiﬁer partitions the instance t into two sets of rows: those that should be included in the
contribution and those that should be excluded from it. Because the new contribution should be usable even after the extension of the candidate relation is
updated, an intensional description of the included rows is desirable. In phase
four, a classiﬁcation tree algorithm is used to derive a selection predicate that
conforms to the set of included rows.
The ﬁnal output from this entire process is a selection-projection expression,
or False in the event an acceptable contribution could not be found. Our approach is biased to search within the space of projections and selections on the
candidate relation. Furthermore, our approach is greedy in that we search for
a projection followed by a selection. Clearly, other approaches could produce
better results. For example, a better projection may be found if some rows are
ﬁrst removed from the candidate. Furthermore, a better mapping may be found
if we allow transformations of the values in the candidate (such as conversions
of measurement units). Our approach represents a reasonable tradeoﬀ between
the advantage of more a powerful search (which will discover additional contributions) and the need to keep the problem tractable. More general mappings
are currently under investigation (see Section 6).

3

Learning from Example Contributions

Learning from example relations is accomplished in two stages. First, we acquire
probabilistic knowledge on the “behavior” of columns (to be used in determining
the projective transformation of a candidate relation). Next, we acquire probabilistic knowledge on the “behavior” of rows (to be used in determining the
optimal selective transformation of a candidate relation). In this section, we address both of these procedures in order. We begin with a brief survey of the
Bayesian concepts that will be used throughout this work.
3.1

Bayesian Framework

Our discussion is mostly conventional in the application of Bayes Theorem to
machine learning. In machine learning terminology, the problem of associating
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a new instance with one of previously learned classes is called classification. Let
P (c) be the prior probability that classiﬁcation c holds before observing any
data, let P (D) represent the unconditional probability of observing data D, and
let P (D|c) represent the conditional probability of observing the data D given
that the classiﬁcation c holds. Bayes Theorem states:
P (c|D) =

P (D|c)P (c)
.
P (D)

(1)

P (c|D) is referred to as the posterior probability of c, because it reﬂects
the probability of classiﬁcation c after the data D has been observed. In machine learning problems, we wish to ﬁnd the best classiﬁcation. Translated into
Bayesian terms, we wish to ﬁnd the classiﬁcation with the greatest posterior
probability given the data. Since the probability of the data P (D) is common
for all classiﬁcations, the most probable classiﬁcation is the one that maximizes the numerator in Equation 1. Letting D be a sequence of attribute values
(d1 , d2 , . . . , dn ) and C a set of possible classiﬁcations (c1 , c2 , . . . , cm ), we wish to
determine the classiﬁcation ci ∈ C such that ∀cj ∈ C and cj = ci ,
P (d1 , d2 , . . . , dn |ci )P (ci ) ≥ P (d1 , d2 , . . . , dn |cj )P (cj ) .

(2)

The terms in Equation 2 do not produce probabilities since we have removed
the denominator; however, the terms can be easily converted to probabilities by
normalization. For our purposes, we shall make the naive assumption that data
values are conditionally independent given the classiﬁcation. This assumption
is the basis for the well-known Naive Bayes classiﬁer. Both theoretical and experimental results show that even when the independence assumption does not
hold, the Naive Bayes classiﬁer performs comparable to or better than other
more sophisticated approaches in many problem domains [20,12,8]. The key to
this paradox is that good classiﬁcations can be made from this approach even
when the estimated probabilities are wrong. From the independence assumption,
we can rewrite Equation 2 as
P (ci )

n


P (dk |ci ) ≥ P (cj )

k=1

n


P (dk |cj ) .

(3)

k=1

Equation 3 is useful in our problem domain for several reasons. First, since
we assumed conditional independence, the number of probability terms that we
need to estimate has been reduced to a manageable level. Second, the equation
is robust to noise since observed data only causes incremental changes to our
estimates. Finally, the equation is robust to missing features since we simply
ignore the conditional probability terms for the missing features. All of these
aspects of Equation 3 make a Bayesian approach towards automated discovery
of contributions attractive.
3.2

Learning Column Behavior

Our strategy is to learn the “behavior” of each column X of R and, upon encountering a new column Z, determine the posterior probability that the new
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column is in the class of X, given the data values of Z. For this, we use a collection of Naive Bayes (NB) classiﬁers: one classiﬁer for each column X. Building a
collection of classiﬁers instead of just one gives us the ability to determine that
a candidate column should not be mapped to any of the columns of R or that it
may be mapped to more than one column of R.
To construct a classiﬁer for column X we need to learn the prior probability
P (X) that an arbitrary column maps to X, and, for each column, the conditional
probability of that column among the columns that were mapped to X. Following
our assumption of conditional independence among the values of a column, the
latter is substituted by the conditional probability P (v|X) that an individual
column value v occurs in the set comprising the values in columns that were
mapped to X. Together, these will allow us to calculate the right hand side
of Equation 3 and subsequently the best classiﬁcation for the column Z. The
learning algorithms are discussed next.
Learning Prior Probabilities P (X), the probability that an arbitrary column maps to X, is estimated by the proportion of columns in the entire set of
examples that have been mapped to X.
Learning Conditional Probabilities In estimating conditional probabilities
we distinguish between values that are words and values that are numbers. The
algorithm for learning conditional probabilities for words is shown in Table 1.
This algorithm is similar in spirit to the typical Naive Bayes approach for document classiﬁcation discussed in [20]. For a text column X, the positive examples
come from all the text columns of examples that are mapped to X. The negative
examples for the same X come from all the text columns of examples that are
not mapped to X.

Table 1. Algorithm for learning column conditional probabilities
V ← All distinct words in all the example relations S
For each text column X in R:
Initialize bag variables P and N to ∅.
For each text column Y in all example relations S:
If Y is mapped to X
P ← P ∪ {All words in Y }
else
N ← N ∪ {All words in Y }
For each word value v in V :
CP ← Number of times v appears in P
CN ← Number of times v appears in N
P +1
P (v|X) ← |PC|+|V
|
CN +1
P (v|¬X) ← |N|+|V
|
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P (v|X), the probability that a vocabulary word v occurs in a column mapped
to X, is estimated by the proportion of the occurrences of v among words from
columns that are mapped to X. This ratio is adjusted with the m-estimate to
prevent zero probability terms which would dominate all calculations. We assume
uniform priors for the words and weight them by the size of the vocabulary.
To estimate the probabilities of numeric values, we assume that these values conform to some distribution function; currently, a normal distribution is
assumed. The learning phase consists simply of calculating the mean and standard deviation for the positive and negative examples. For a numeric column X,
the positive examples come from all the numeric columns of examples that are
mapped to X. The negative examples for the same X come from all the numeric
columns of examples that are not mapped to X. Given a numeric value from a
candidate column, we can now calculate the conditional probabilities by using
the probability density function for the normal distribution.
3.3

Learning Row Behavior

Our learning process is similar to that for column behavior, except that now our
evidence is rows of data instead of columns of data. In the learning phase we shall
examine the rows of each example relation S (noting which rows were selected
and which were discarded). Upon encountering a new table (whose columns have
already been matched successfully to the columns of R) we shall use our acquired
knowledge to determine, for each row, whether it should be selected or not.
To determine whether a row of a future table should contribute to R, we
need to learn the prior probability P (R) that an arbitrary row is a contributor
to R, and, for each row (a sequence of values), the conditional probability of
that row within the set of selected rows. Again, following our assumption of
conditional independence among the components of a row, we learn instead the
conditional probabilities P (v|R) that an individual row component v occurs in
the set comprising the values taken from the same column position in all the
selected rows. Together, these will allow us to calculate the right hand side of
Equation 3 and subsequently the appropriate classiﬁcation for each row.
Learning Prior Probabilities P (R), the probability that an arbitrary row
would contribute to R, is estimated by the proportion of rows in the entire set
of examples that were selected.
Learning Conditional Probabilities For textual columns, we use the algorithm in Table 2 to learn the conditional probabilities of words. This algorithm
is similar to the one in Table 1, except that now we process rows of data. For
numeric columns, we again assume a normal distribution on the values and calculate the mean and standard deviation for the examples. For both textual and
numerical values, positive examples are drawn from the set of rows that satisfy
the selection predicate of the contribution. Negative examples are drawn from
the set of rows that do not satisfy the selection predicate.
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Table 2. Algorithm for learning row conditional probabilities
For each text column X of R:
V ← All distinct words from all example columns mapped to X
Initialize bag variables P and N to ∅.
For each example S and its selection predicate σ:
For each row t from s:
For each column Y of S that was mapped to X:
If t satisﬁes σ
P ← P ∪ t[Y ]
else
N ← N ∪ t[Y ]
For each word value v in V :
CP ← Number of times v appears in P .
CN ← Number of times v appears in N .
P +1
P (v|R) ← |PC|+|V
|
CN +1
P (v|¬R) ← |N|+|V
|

4

Discovering New Contributions

Given a candidate relation, discovery is accomplished in two phases. First we
search for a projective transformation of the candidate relation to match the
global relation R. If successful, we then search for a selective transformation to
be applied subsequently. We shall discuss each of these procedures in order.
4.1

Projective Transformations

Discovering a projective transformation of a candidate relation is a two-step
process. For each column of the candidate relation and for each column of the
virtual relation we use a Naive Bayes (NB) classiﬁer to estimate the probability
that the columns match. This information is represented in a bipartite weighted
graph, and a graph algorithm is applied to ﬁnd the optimal overall matching
of the candidate relation to the virtual relation. This optimal mapping is our
projective transformation.
The process for estimating probabilities is shown in Table 3. Because we
assume conditional independence among the values (even when this assumption
is inaccurate), the outcome of this algorithm may not be strictly the probability
of a match; hence, we use the notation P̂ .
The output of the NB mapping algorithm is a bipartite graph in which the
columns of T and R are represented by nodes in two partitions, each column mapping is represented by an edge and the mapping probabilities are edge weights.
The simplest way to approach optimality is to look for a maximum weighted
matching in this bipartite graph [9]. After removing “weak” edges that fall below a user speciﬁed threshold, we search the graph for a subset of the edges that
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Table 3. Estimating the probabilities for columns of T matching columns of R
For each column X in R:
For each column Z in a candidate relation T :
Let v1 , . . . , vn be the values of Z.

P̂ (match) = P (X) i P (vi |X)

P̂ (¬match) = P (¬X) i P (vi |¬X)
Normalize P̂ (match) and P̂ (¬match) to sum to 1.
Output P̂ (match) as probability that Z maps to X.

connects nodes in one partition to the nodes in the other partition such that no
two edges share a node and the sum of the weights is maximal. The classiﬁer
uses a polynomial-time algorithm [3] to ﬁnd the maximum weighted matching.
This matching is then translated into a relational algebra expression that deﬁnes
the projective contribution of T to R.
4.2

Selective Transformations

Discovering a selective transformation of a candidate relation is also a two-step
process. First, we partition the rows of the candidate into a set of contributing
rows and a set of non-contributing rows, and we label the rows accordingly.
Next, we apply a classiﬁcation tree algorithm to the labeled rows, to learn a set
of rules that defines the partition; these rules are then converted to a selection
predicate. A more detailed discussion follows.
Labeling Rows of a Candidate Table Given a candidate relation, we use
the acquired probabilistic knowledge to partition its set of rows to those that
should be selected and those that should be discarded. We use the algorithm in
Table 4 to estimate the probability that a candidate row should be included as
a contribution to R. Rows that have a probability greater than a user-speciﬁed
threshold are labeled as members of the contributing set; the remaining rows are
labeled as members of the non-contributing set.

Table 4. Estimating the probabilities for rows of T contributing to R
For each row t in a candidate relation T :

P̂ (R|t) = P (R) i P (vi |R)

P̂ (¬R|t) = P (¬R) i P (vi |¬R)
Normalize P̂ (R|t) and P̂ (¬R|t) to sum to 1.
Output P̂ (R|t) as probability that row t contributes to R.
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Inferring Selection Predicates We use a standard classiﬁcation tree algorithm (J48 from the WEKA machine learning package [28]) to ﬁnd a selection
predicate that deﬁnes the contributing set of rows. Before applying the candidate rows to the classiﬁcation tree learner, some preprocessing is necessary to
initialize the learning algorithm with the column names, column types, and the
set of values for each column.
The learned classiﬁcation tree represents a disjunction of conjunctive rules on
the column values. These rules partition the data according to their labels. Since
the classiﬁcation tree considers all of the columns of the candidate, it is likely
that the tree will use the unmapped columns of the candidate in the set of rules.
This is interesting because it allows us to deﬁne selection predicates on columns
that are neither in the virtual database nor in the example contributions.
For our problem, we are interested in the rules that deﬁne the contributing rows. Through simple string parsing, we build a selection predicate as a
disjunction of the conjunctive rules that identify contributing rows.

5

Experimentation

We built a prototype in the Java programming language to test the ideas in this
paper. This prototype is not yet integrated with a complete virtual database
system, such as Multiplex. Speciﬁcally, the experimental data was collected oﬀline from the World Wide Web and stored locally in relational database tables.
5.1

Measures of Performance

To measure performance, the outputs of Autoplex are regarded as four types of
Boolean decisions:
1. Column Mapping: For each combination of a candidate column and a virtual
column, decide whether or not the columns match.
2. Table Mapping: For each combination of a candidate table and a virtual
table, decide whether or not the tables match.
3. Tuple Partitioning: For each tuple in a candidate table, decide whether to
assign it to the contributing set or to the non-contributing set.
4. Tuple Selection: After we infer a selection predicate from the partitioned
tuples, decide for each tuple whether or not it satisﬁes the selection predicate.
Obviously, the last two decisions are made only if we have made a positive
table mapping decision. For each type of decision, the output falls into four
disjoint categories:
A.
B.
C.
D.

Decision
Decision
Decision
Decision

is
is
is
is

True and the correct answer is True (true positives).
False and the correct answer is True (false negatives).
True and the correct answer is False (false positives).
False and the correct answer is False (true negatives).
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The ratio |A|/(|A| + |C|) is the proportion of true positives among the cases
thought to be positive; i.e. it measures the accuracy of Autoplex when it decides True. The ratio |A|/(|A| + |B|) is the proportion of positives detected by
Autoplex among the complete set of positives; i.e. it measures the ability to
detect positives. Speciﬁcally to our application, the former ratio measures the
soundness of the content that has been discovered, and the latter ratio measures
the completeness of the discovery process. These two ratios are known from the
ﬁeld of information retrieval as precision and recall, but we shall refer to them
here as the soundness and completeness of the discovery process. Thus, we can
measure the soundness and completeness of column mapping, table mapping,
tuple partitioning, and tuple selection.
5.2

Setting Up the Experiment

To experiment with the prototype, we deﬁned a virtual database for computer
retail information with the following relations:
1. Desktops = (Retailer, Manufacturer, Model, Cost, Availability)
2. Monitors = (Retailer, Manufacturer, Model, Cost, Availability)
3. Printers = (Retailer, Manufacturer, Model, Cost, Availability)
Italicized attributes denote primary keys. The Retailer attribute is derived
from the information source (for example, we use the web address). For the
purposes of our experiment, the primary keys are required for a candidate to be
accepted as a contribution to the virtual database. All other ﬁelds are optional.
Data for this experiment was taken from the web sites of 15 diﬀerent computer retailers (e.g. Gateway, Egghead, etc). The data was collected oﬀ-line
from HTML web pages and imported into relational database tables accessible through the ODBC protocol. The data from each retailer was imported into
a single local table and then mapped to one or more virtual tables through
selective and projective transformations.
To experiment with this data, we used a procedure from data mining called
stratified threefold cross-validation [28], which we brieﬂy describe. Each of the
15 web sources was manually mapped into our virtual database by using a mapping table as discussed in Section 2.1. We partitioned the 21 mappings in our
mapping table into three folds of approximately equal content. Using two folds
for learning and one fold for testing, we repeated the experiment for the three
possible combinations of folds. To measure the soundness and completeness of
the discoveries, the information in the mapping table was assumed to be the
correct mapping of these sources.
5.3

Results

Table 5 shows the soundness and completeness for the four types of decisions
made by Autoplex. A perfect sequence of decisions would result in Soundness =
Completeness = 1. It is interesting to note that soundness and completeness
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for column mapping are approximately equal. This behavior is caused by the
matching constraint of the weighted bipartite graph algorithm (no two edges
may share a node). Due to this constraint, an incorrect decision to map two
columns typically causes both a false positive and a false negative.

Table 5. Soundness and completeness for column mapping decisions
Category
A B C
D Soundness Completeness
Column Mapping
74 17 17 660
0.81
0.81
Table Mapping
18 3
0
24
1.00
0.86
Tuple Partitioning 969 60 117 612
0.89
0.94
Tuple Selection
967 62 104 625
0.90
0.94

Soundness and completeness for table mapping are higher than column mapping due to our constraint that all required columns of the virtual table must be
mapped to make a positive table mapping decision. Given a candidate table and
a virtual table that should not be mapped, we must determine that only one of
the required virtual columns should not be mapped to any of the columns in the
candidate to prevent a false positive. Thus, false positives in column mapping do
not entail false positives in table mapping. Furthermore, optional columns that
are not mapped do not cause a false negative for table mapping.
Table 5 also shows the performance for tuple selection is slightly better than
the performance for tuple partitioning. This improvement is due to the pruning
strategy employed by the J48 classiﬁcation tree algorithm that learns selection
predicates. Pruning prevents the overﬁtting of noise in partitioned sets of tuples. This strategy works well in our experiment because we have errors in the
partitioned sets of tuples that are used for classiﬁcation tree learning.

6

Conclusion

In this paper we described a novel approach to virtual databases, aimed at solving
a serious limitation of all such systems: the cost and complexity of incorporating
new data sources into the global system. This limitation hampers scalability,
in eﬀect restricting the virtual database paradigm to applications in which the
community of sources is relatively small and stable.
The results of our initial experimentation are encouraging enough to support
our main thesis of automatic discovery of content for virtual databases. Among
the many research issues that are on our agenda, we discuss brieﬂy four issues.
Support more general views. The ideal virtual database system can map
a local source to a global database by matching arbitrary views of the local
scheme with arbitrary views of the global scheme. In the version of Autoplex we
described, the local view is a selection-projection of a single relation, and the
global view is simply a relation. Our ﬁrst priority is to support more general
views, and we mention here two examples: (1) Allow local and global views
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that involve joins; i.e., discover content in a join of two local relations, and
discover content for a join of two virtual relations. (2) Discover content that
becomes suitable for a virtual database after an appropriate transformation;
e.g., a local column would be mapped if it matches a virtual column after a
linear transformation (such as the conversion of Fahrenheit to Celsius).
Use intensional information. The features considered in this paper were
purely extensional. Yet, intensional information, such as integrity constraints on
the virtual database, could be used to improve the discovery process. Roughly
speaking, with extensional features, discoveries are based on “similarity” to example data. With intensional features, discoveries would also be based on the
satisfaction of constraints. We are conﬁdent that the future incorporation of
intensional features will improve the performance of Autoplex.
Assurance Contributions in Autoplex are adopted with diﬀerent levels of
assurance in their suitability. These levels of assurance should be remembered
so that answers to database queries could be annotated accordingly. The initial
work in this research focused on the statistical performance of the discovery
process using standard cross-validation techniques. This work will be extended
to combine the statistical performance of the discovery process with conﬁdence
measures of individual discoveries to produce a meaningful assurance measure.
Application to data warehouses. The premise of virtual databases is
closely related to that of data warehouses, in that both create global repositories
that integrate data from multiple, heterogeneous data sources. The techniques
described in this paper have the potential for developing a type of data warehouse, which (after a preliminary phase of design and learning) is populated and
maintained automatically by “crawlers” that periodically visit the data sources.
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